Purpose: To develop an one-click option on treatment planning system that enables for the automated breast FIF planning by combining the Eclipse Scripting application programming interfaces and user-executed programming in Windows. Methods: Scripting application programming interfaces were designed to promote automation in clinical workflow associated with radiation oncology. However, scripting cannot provide all functions that users want to perform. Thus, a new framework proposes to integrate the benefits of the scripting application and user-executed programming for the automated field-in-field technique. We adopted the Eclipse Scripting applications, which provide an interface between treatment planning system server and client and enable for running the executed program to create dose clouds and adjust the planning parameters such as multi-leaf collimator placements and monitor unit values. Importantly, all tasks are designed to perform with one-click option on treatment planning system, including the automated pushback of the proposed plan to the treatment planning system. Results: The plans produced from the proposed framework were validated against the manual field-in-field plans with 40 retrospective breast patient cases in planning efficiency and plan quality. The elapsed time for running the framework was less than 1 minute, which significantly reduced the manual multi-leaf collimator/monitor unit adjustment time. It decreased the total planning time by more than 50%, relative to the manual field-in-field planning. In dosimetric aspects, the mean and maximum dose of the heart, lung, and whole breast did not exceed 1% deviation from the manual plans in most patient cases, while maintaining the target dose coverage and homogeneity index inside the target volume. From numerical analysis, the automated plans were demonstrated to be sufficiently close to the manual plans. Conclusion: The combination of scripting applications and user-executed programming for automated breast field-in-field planning accomplished a significant enhancement in planning efficiency without degrading the plan quality, relative to the manual field-in-field procedure.
Introduction
Breast cancer at an early stage is usually treated by radiation therapy after breast-conserving surgery. Conventional radiation therapy imposes a high dose of radiation on the whole breast. In the past, the treatment plan was simply optimized with the provided two-dimensional (2-D) image. With 2-D treatment, it is difficult to achieve dose homogeneity because of the concave shape of the breast. Hence, to attain higher dose homogeneity inside the whole breast target volume, clinicians have started using a three-dimensional (3-D) image-based treatment plan 1 in the context of conformal radiation therapy (CRT) 2 and intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). 3 It has been known that the issue of dose homogeneity is highly associated with radiation toxicity after breast radiation therapy. [4] [5] [6] [7] Some randomized studies [5] [6] [7] demonstrated that 3-D planning helped reduce toxicity, such as moist desquamation, changes in breast appearance, acute dermatitis, edema, and hyper-pigmentation.
Three-dimensional radiation treatment in breast cancer is performed with 2 opposite tangential beams in most cases. The reason for the beam deployment is to simplify the treatment plan and actual treatment procedure. In addition, it is known that the tangential beam setting can better protect the normal organs adjacent to the breast, such as the lungs and heart. Given the beam setting, additional structures or techniques have been employed to enhance the dose homogeneity. Radiation treatment with a physical wedge filter or compensator is a representative example that can help encourage the homogeneity. The wedge technique is still widely used, although it is inconvenient to install and uninstall the tool between intrabeam rotation. In addition, it can produce unwanted scattering caused by the extra wedge. The dynamic and auto-wedge [8] [9] [10] [11] are now available to overcome the drawbacks of physical wedges. However, the collimator needs to be rotated by 90 or 270 , which cannot appropriately protect serial, perpendicular structures, that is, the spinal cord. Wedge-shaped dose distribution with a dynamic multi-leaf collimator (MLC) 12, 13 was proposed at the expense of slightly higher monitor units (MUs), relative to IMRT.
Recently, use of the field-in-field (FIF) [14] [15] [16] [17] technique has been broadened in breast radiation therapy. With FIF, the treatment plan adds 4 to 6 subfields to 2 tangential beams, which is also categorized as a forward IMRT plan. The subfields act to block high-dose of radiation by adjusting MLC pairs to the dose clouds, the projected contours of iso-dose lines. According to some studies, 4, 16 it was demonstrated that FIF is able to reduce MUs, while maintaining or improving the dose homogeneity, compared to the wedge-based techniques.
Field-in-field offers numerous benefits in breast cancer radiotherapy, but it requires some manual interruptions in the planning procedure. Many treatment planning systems (TPSs), such as Eclipse, Pinnacle, and RayStation, provide a toolkit, called a scripting application programming interface (API), mainly consisting of programming functions. They are designed for user interaction with the TPS such that the users can perform what they try to implement. [18] [19] [20] However, the toolkit does not support all functions that users desire to attempt. In this situation, incorporating a user-generated program in Windows or Linux into the basic functions provided by the scripting API potentially enlarges the clinical availability. This work presents a combination of the scripting API with a user-executed program for automated FIF treatment planning in breast cancer radiotherapy. The scripting API enables automatic file import and export and provides an interface that the user-executed program can run. The user-generated file (.exe format) created by MATLAB programming conducts the necessary steps of segmenting the dose and projecting the dose clouds and MLC/MU adjustments, as designed. Finally, the combined framework is operated throughout a single code created by the scripting application on the TPS. This work aims to enhance the time efficiency in breast FIF treatment planning without compromising the plan quality, compared to the manual FIF treatment plan. The flowchart in Figure 1 illustrates the intention of this work; it replaces the most time-consuming part in the conventional FIF planning with an automated procedure based on a combination of the scripting application and userexecuted programming. The subsequent sections specify the technical considerations of the automated process. Figure 2 shows the proposed framework of the automated FIF treatment plan. In brief, the scripting program creates a path between the Eclipse TPS server and the local computer, as well as providing the environment in which the executable file (.exe) runs. The executable file that performs user-defined tasks can be programmed by available software, which was created using MATLAB in this work. The platform needs some prerequisites to be implemented. On the TPS, a plan dicom file with 2 tangential fields and a dose dicom file from the beam setting are required before running the executable file. The structure dicom file contains iso-dose surfaces on the dose distribution, corresponding to the specific dose values from 100% to 120% of the prescribed dose at 4% to 5% increments. The structure dicom file is not mandatory, because it can be acquired by the proposed framework.
Methods

Automated FIF Framework
Once the dicom files are ready, the scripting API program automatically exports the dicom files from the TPS server to a designated folder. With the exported dicom files, the MATLAB executable program conducts the following tasks: (1) segment the dose distribution by certain iso-dose values, yielding the dose clouds; (2) project the segmented dose clouds onto 2D beam coordinates; and (3) adjust MLC pairs to the projected dose clouds, and determine the subfield weights (MU).
As explained previously, the first step, segmenting the isodose line, does not have to be performed if the structure dicom file for the dose clouds were created on the TPS in advance. Without any segmented dose structure information given, the executed program segments the dose distribution by a series of dose values, from approximately the maximum dose of the given distribution to approximately 100% of the prescribed dose at 4% to 5% constant intervals. The structure of the segmented dose clouds is then projected onto the incident beam angle with the pre-determined field boundary, which is also called the beam's-eye-view (BEV) from the beam perspective. The main task of this framework, thus, is to adapt MLC pairs to the segmented dose clouds, which encourages dose homogeneity inside the target volume. The weights of the subfields were uniformly set up to be approximately 4 MUs each, which is 3% to 4% of the beam weights of the open fields, depending on the given beam weights and entire number of subfields in each beam direction. As a result, the open field contributes to approximately 78% to 82% of the entire beam weight. The detailed weights for the subfields are automatically adjusted in the dose calculating procedure of TPS. The information regarding MLC pairs and weights of the subfields is saved in a new plan dicom file that is pushed back to Eclipse RTP program for dose calculations.
Technical Considerations
As described in Figure 3 , the gantry and collimator rotate about the z-and y-directions, respectively, in the treatment machine.
On the Eclipse TPS, the gantry and collimator rotations are represented by the clockwise direction; they are considered counter-clockwise from the beam perspective. In addition, the transverse (x) and longitudinal (y) directions on the 2-D beam coordinate system in Figure 3B correspond to the x-and z-axes in 3-D image space. These 2 facts are important in adjusting MLC pairs of subfields to the segmented dose clouds. A point on the structure contour saved in the dicom file is transformed into 2-D beam coordinates by where x, y, and z are the coordinates of contours in mm for the segmented dose clouds in 3-D image space, and x rot , y rot , and z rot are the rotated coordinates after gantry (y g ) and collimator (y c ) rotations for the beam projection. BEV x,y are the 2-D projected coordinates, which are used to determine the MLC leaf position in the end.
Furthermore, the executed program takes the MLC physical constraints into account. It was designed for the MLC pairs on each side to be distant within 15 cm. Once exceeding this limit, the lagging MLC pairs are operated to follow the leading MLC pairs to remain less than 15 cm away. This constraint was required in one of our retrospective test cases, where the patient was in a prone position. It enhances the working efficiency by preventing the dosimetrists from further adjusting MLC pairs in this situation. In addition, the segmented iso-dose surface could lead to separated islands. Under the presence of the isolated dose clouds in projecting onto the 2-D beam space, the executed program automatically creates one or more extra subfields to encourage dose uniformity inside the target volume, as is done by the manual FIF procedure. The executed program takes care of the segmented dose clouds placed in each side. If the isolated cloud is located and projected onto the lateral side, the MLC pairs in the medial side do not block the cloud for the FIF plan. Although the range of the dose cloud projection for MLC adjustment could be changed by the user-defined value, it was set to be the mid-line between 2 tangential fields in this work.
Evaluation
To validate the proposed framework, this study tested 40 retrospective breast cancer patient cases, treated by the FIF technique in our institute. The cases consisted of 38 and 2 patients treated in supine and prone positions, respectively. As stated previously, the manual FIF plans were composed of 4 to 8 subfields, including extra subfields to process the isolated segmented dose clouds. The values for dose segmentation ranged from approximately (D max À2) Gy to approximately 94% to 98% of the prescribed dose at the constant interval. Once the maximum dose of the open field plan did not exceed 120% of the prescribed dose, the interval was set to be 4%. When exceeding 120%, the interval between dose clouds was defined as 5% to maintain a similar number of subfields. The lower bound for the subfield was determined by the distance between 2 opposing MLC pairs for blocking the specific dose cloud. The details of determining MUs in our proposed framework were the same as the manual FIF planning in our institute to prevent the automated plan from being deviated. The MU weights of open fields took approximately 80% of all the MUs for each tangential field, and each subfield was assumed to have 4 MUs before normalization.
The automated framework referred to the identical dose distribution obtained from 2 open tangential fields set to the manual FIF plan in each case. All patients employed in the analysis were early stage breast cancer, and they received whole breast irradiation without regional nodal irradiation. The standard tangential field for whole breast irradiation was determined according to the NRG Oncology/NSAPB B-51/RTOG 1304 protocol. 21 The target volume was set to V 100% of the initial plan in most cases, and was replaced by V 102% in the absence of 100% volume. For comparison, the automatic FIF plan needed to be normalized for the mean of target volume to be analogous to that in the manual FIF plan. Throughout the automated procedure, the number of subfields was changed in some cases because the proposed framework may be different in defining the extra subfields for the isolated segmented dose clouds. However, it did not add or subtract the insufficient/ surplus subfields for fair comparison. This study pursued enhancement of the planning efficiency throughout the automated process with an aid to the scripting API and userexecuted programming, which was quantified by the planning time, compared to that of the manual planning process. In addition, because it focused on preserving the plan quality, this study tried to investigate the dosimetric effect from the automation on the 4 structures: target volume (>100/102% of the prescribed dose), whole-breast region, one side of the lung adjacent to the target volume, and heart, relative to the FIF plan manually done. In addition, it analyzed the homogeneity inside the planning target volume (PTV) for the 2 resulting plans; the homogeneity is defined as the ratio of maximum dose to minimum dose inside the target volume for each plan. A statistical analysis by the paired t test assuming a normal distribution was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 21).
Results
The proposed automatic planning scheme was designed to improve the planning efficiency in breast FIF treatment planning. With the radiation treatment dose and plan dicom files provided, it took less than 1 min for the MATLAB-executed program to yield the subfields with adjusted MLC and MU weights, to push back to the TPS, and to reload the resulting plan. Table 1 compares the time elapsed for planning in the manual and automated procedures. Depending on the planner's experience, the time elapsed for manual FIF planning would be variable, which resulted in 30 to 40 minutes elapsed on average. On the contrary, total planning time in the proposed scheme was reduced to less than 50%, relative to the conventional breast FIF planning, where the benefit in time stemmed from the automated MLC and MU adjustment throughout the scripting application. Even with the further adjustment needed to slightly modify the MLC shape to the dose clouds and MU weights, the total planning time remained less than 15 minutes on average. Figure 4 shows MLC pairs adjusted to some segmented dose clouds (116%, 108%, and 100% iso-dose lines) by the automated procedure in one of the 40 test cases, against the manual FIF plan. This example led to one extra subfield to fill out the empty space derived from the 108% iso-dose surface. The resulting MLC pairs from the automated procedure were demonstrated to be similar to those manually performed. In most cases of our tests, the MLC pairs kept track of the segmented dose structures well, like the manual FIF. Multi-leaf collimator pairs in some cases were placed in different ways than the manual ones because of the additional subfield corresponding to the isolated dose cloud. Figure 5 illustrates the dose volume histograms of the 4 structures and dose distributions of the automated and manual FIF plans. In Figure 4A , the solid lines with square and triangle markers represent the automated and manual FIF plans, respectively, where they are quite analogous to each other. Figures 4B and C visualize the dose distributions obtained from the manual and automated processes, where the dose window level ranged from 10% to 106% of the prescribed dose for both. It turned out that both resulting plans behaved similar to each other in dose distribution, although the maximum dose value from the automated process is slightly higher than that from the manual. Figure 6 shows a numerical comparison between the manual and automated plans in dosimetric effect for the 40 retrospective breast FIF patient cases. The dose delivered to the target and critical structures vary from patient to patient depending on the tumor location. Thus, the automated plan was normalized, such that the norm points of both the plans have the same dose value. Then, the ratio was measured of the maximum (minimum only for target volume) and mean dose of the structures obtained from the automated plans to those of the manual plans. In most cases, the maximum and mean dose values of the target and critical structures from the automated procedure differed from those of manual plans by less than 1%, except for the heart. The difference by approximately 5% to 10% between the manual and automated plans in the heart was due to a toolow dose irradiated to the heart in the case of the breast cancer placed in the right-hand side, for example, 1.1% and 1.0% mean dose of the prescribed dose in the first case from manual and automated procedures. The difference was identified to be mainly due to the process of selecting the extra subfield for the isolated island in a side of tangential fields. Table 2 lists the mean and standard deviation of the dosimetric data shown in Figure 5 , including the ratio of the automated plan to the manual plans and statistical analysis with P value. The mean values of the ratio between the 2 plans were approximately 100% for different categories with less than 1% standard deviation, except for the standard deviation of the heart. Table 2 also includes the information of the homogeneity index (HI; defined as the ratio of PTV max. relative to the PTV min. in this work) between the 2 plans. It shows that the automated plan tends to successfully retain HI, compared to the manual plan, which implies that the dose behavior in the target volume from the automated process is well maintained. Of note, the P values ranged from 0.1 to 0.7, indicating no statistically significant difference between the treatment planning metrics between the automated and manual FIF methods.
To ensure the dosimetric safety, IMRT quality assurance (QA) by portal dosimetry was performed for 10 patients randomly chosen from the patient cohort. As a result, the measured results were different from the plans by 1.15% in the mean dose difference (0.54%-1.84%) of the maximum predicted dose, and 99.48% of g passing rate with 3%/3 mm criterion on average. Figure 7 shows the QA result of one of the 10 cases, which shows 1.28% absolute dose difference, and 100% g passing rate with 3 mm/3% criterion. It demonstrates that the plan produced from the automated framework is clinically safe to be delivered.
Discussion
The FIF plan is the forward step-and-shoot IMRT technique, which was intended to encourage dose homogeneity inside the target volume. It is characterized by adding subfields to the open fields, which block the dose clouds segmented by the designated dose values for dose uniformity. Despite the dosimetric benefits, the planning procedure has been considered inefficient because of accompanying manual interventions in segmenting the dose clouds, and adjusting mainly MLC and MU parameters. The proposed framework promotes automation in the FIF planning process to enhance the planning efficiency with an aid to the Eclipse Scripting API, enabling the user to interact with TPS to perform some tasks. On the basis of the available scripting API, this work presents an automated FIF treatment planning framework: (1) importing/exporting dicom files and providing an interface for the user-executed programming by the scripting application, and (2) an automated FIF planning procedure conducted by a MATLABgenerated execution file. A couple of studies 22, 23 have been conducted for the automated breast planning in the context of 3-D CRT and IMRT. This work could be differentiated from the previous works in the sense that all tasks are finally performed with one scripting code and a one-click option on the TPS with each patient data set loaded.
It is conceivable that the inverse planning for breast IMRT could be the other option, given that the FIF planning procedure is relatively inefficient. In fact, however, the forward FIF planning is beneficial relative to the inverse planning because FIF planning is straightforward to figure out how to deliver the dose to the target volume based upon the region of high dose irradiation. Also, it saves the total MUs, and normal tissue volume that receives the low dose of radiation, compared to the IMRT inverse planning. With respect to the plan quality, we had an observation to be discussed, as described in Figure 8 . The automated FIF plan with 5 to 6 segments per each beam outperforms the inverse planning-based breast IMRT with the same number of segments, while the inverse planning guarantees the similar homogeneity (uniformity) in target volume with 15 to 20 segments. Thus, considering the benefits from the forward FIF planning, this study focused on founding an automated workflow employing the Scripting applications that enhances the breast FIF planning efficiency. It is true that the 2 tangential beam configuration is limited in improving the dose conformity to the target volume, and dose sparing to certain organs. According to the clinical protocol in our institution, the breast IMRT with 7 to 10 static fields is then considered for the patients under such conditions. An automated FIF framework could achieve even better efficiency in the planning process. The time elapsed for the steps described above was approximately 30 to 35 seconds, which reduced the time taken for the manual MLC and MU adjustments. The total planning time including the 2 open-field creation steps and final dose calculation took approximately 10 to 15 minutes, which reduced the planning time by more than 50% relative to the manual plans. The preceding section describes how enhanced efficiency by the automated process affects the dosimetric aspects in the resulting plan. We tested the automated framework for the 40 retrospective breast cancer data sets with plans manually performed by measuring the mean and maximum dose of the automated FIF plans, HI, and V pres of the target volume (100% or 102% iso-dose line) after normalizing it to the mean dose of the target volume in the manual plan for each case. The mean and maximum dose values did not exceed 1% relative to those of the manual plans in most cases. The mean of the ratio ranged from 99.8% to 100.1%, and the standard deviation was no greater than 0.5%, except for the heart. The automated plan tended to have slightly greater target dose coverage (quantified by V pres ), while resulting in slightly worse dose homogeneity inside the target volume instead. However, the dosimetric difference was demonstrated to be statistically negligible, because the P values for all evaluating criteria ranged from 0.1 to 0.7 from the 40-sample size. The dosimetric difference between the manual and automated plans was frequently caused by placement of a few leaves on the subfields, and the selection of a subfield regarding the isolated dose cloud. In a few cases, it was also derived from selecting or neglecting the isolated dose clouds. As stated in the preceding section, the selection of extra subfields could be managed by a user-defined value that changes the depth of projection onto the MLC leaf positions in the MATLABexecuted program.
This work promoted the automated framework in breast FIF planning, combining the scripting application interface with a user-executed program. In past decades, some vendors, including Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA), Pinnacle (Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, Netherlands) and RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden), have developed and distributed scripting programming to help achieve automated procedures in tasks associated with radiation oncology. However, the API toolkit does not assure whole coverage and freedom to users for several reasons, mostly because of safety issues. Contrarily, programming in Windows or Linux is capable of eliminating the constraints in implementation. We attempted to formulate the framework by integrating the benefits of both the scripting API and Windows-based programming, which could broaden the application of the scripting API in clinical workflow.
Obviously, this automated FIF framework could be employed in planning the other body sites, such as whole brain or total-body irradiation. In addition, the proposed workflow that combines Scripting with user-executed programming could be applied to clinical purposes other than the planning process once proved efficient and safe. Importantly, however, modification of clinical dicom files should be conducted in observance of clinical protocols. It may be required to consult with oncologists and manufacturers about its adequacy before applying this approach to clinical applications. In our institution, the proposed platform has been used to plan the patients with breast cancer for about half a year, which currently create 30 FIF planning cases per week on average. Before its clinical use, we have passed through consulting with a group of radiation oncologists, medical physicists and dosimetrists, and set-up on the regular check-up procedure for the planning parameters produced from the proposed workflow. There exists a certain QA system 24 that could facilitate this process potentially, which could be also employed in this clinical workflow.
Conclusion
Our automated FIF procedure was developed to promote the planning efficiency in breast FIF planning by combining Eclipse Scripting applications with a MATLAB executable program. For validation, we tested 40 retrospective breast FIF plan cases and compared the automated and manual FIF plans. Even with a significant reduction in elapsed time for the planning process, it was demonstrated that the automated plans deviated by less than 1% in mean and maximum dose values and target volume coverage against the manual plans. The proposed type of scripting program application, combining the script and the executable program, would be able to increase the efficiency in other potential clinical tasks in radiation oncology.
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